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Introduction

When we (Ana and Emily) met through the Mitchell Art
Gallery Exchange Mentor Program we expected to have
some commonalities; after all, we had been paired together
because of similarities in our artistic practices. We’re both
interested in queer craft, zines, comics and imagining
a world after capitalism. But the kismet connection we
discovered is that we each had a relationship to the same
neighbourhood. Glenora is the place Emily grew up and
the place Ana lives now. As two settler artists, we wanted
to interrogate our relationship to amiskwaciwâskahikan/
ᐊᒥᐢᑲᐧᒋᐋᐧᐢᑲᐦᐃᑲᐣ, specifically the neighbourhood of
Glenora.
We are taught, as settlers, to distance ourselves from
acts of colonization and to place colonialism in the
past. Through this zine we are sharing our first steps of
unlearning this distance and deepening our understanding
of colonization as an ongoing project. Glenora is
Indigenous land. As settlers we are taught to see this land
as a placid (and fancy) suburban neighbourhood with
“historic character.” As settlers, we need to re-approach
the history of this neighbourhood and rethink ownership
of this Indigenous land. We need to reposition ourselves
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as (uninvited) guests on this territory and understand we
are part of past and ongoing violence towards Indigenous
people by settlers.
For us (Ana and Emily), this means both unpacking
our personal experiences of the neighbourhood and
seeking knowledge of how Glenora is connected to Treaty
6 Territory more broadly. With the intent of deepening
our understanding of this land/neighborhood and to
broaden our collective thinking, we’re grateful to share the
contributions of our friends and neighbours Dana Belcourt
and Autumn.
What we’ve compiled is an overview of knowledge we
both wish we’d learned earlier about Treaty 6 Territory.
We’d also like to recognise that treaty making is just
one piece of the relationships between the settlers and
the Indigenous nations who were here before us. These
relationships have been uneven; characterised by extreme
settler violence (which settlers have found creative ways
to ignore and justify). This essay is not a comprehensive
record and there’s more to questioning so-called Canada
than just learning about treaty, but it’s somewhere to start.
This zine is intended as one small way to question the
“creative remaking of colonial histories” (Morton, 347).
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About Treaty

Treaties are not just written contracts, and in order to
fully understand the intentions and implications of treaty
we need to take in not only the literal treaty text but also
oral accounts. We need to consider cultural and linguistic
differences of the people who entered into treaty. To take
the written text at face value—or to interpret treaty only
through the settler legal system—is to value only settler
positions and understandings of treaty.

Broken Treaty

The biggest piece of learning/unlearning is understanding
the terms of treaty and the ways we, as settlers, have
broken treaty. Settler law, ideology and even “inclusion”
of Indigenous people in so-called Canada willfully
misunderstands the terms of treaty by ignoring Indigenous
understandings of these agreements. As nêhiyaw writer
Emily Riddle puts it, “we’re actually looking for [Treaty 6] to
be implemented; and that means for settlers to understand
what it actually means. Treaty 6 is a farming agreement;
we allowed you to farm. There was no permission given
for resources to be extracted by anyone else” (Riddle).
Treaty 6 did not ceed Indigenous title of the land, but
allowed settler land use “to the depth of a plow” (Riddle).
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So if we understand Treaty 6 as a farming agreement that
did not ceed title, then we must conclude that non-farming
settlements like Glenora—with land ownership governed by
Alberta’s Land Titles Act—go against the intent of Treaty 6.
Other examples of settlers breaking Treaty 6 include:
• British Crown transferring treaty jurisdiction to
provinces and Canada without consent of Indigenous
nations with whom treaty was made (Riddle). Note that
Treaty 6 is an agreement with the Crown, not Canada
or Alberta.
• Settlers have not honoured Indigenous treaty practice
of renewing/renegotiating treaty (Riddle).
• Any settler resource extraction from an Indigenous
territory without explicit consent from that Indigenous
nation (Riddle, University of Saskatchewan).
• Canadian government purposely starved Indigenous
people to force them onto reserves (Beal).
• The Pass System illegally restricted and policed
movements of Indigenous people from the1880s to the
1940s (Nestor).
• Indigenous nations “interpreted the loss of the buffalo
to be the “general famine” covered under the famine
clause of Treaty 6... but the Canadian government
insisted that its grudging distribution of rations was a
matter of favour, not a treaty obligation” (Beal).
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Lead-up to Treaty 6

• Settler occupation of Indigenous lands in the western
part of Turtle Island uprooted life for many Indigenous
groups since the mid-1700s, long before Treaty 6
was even negotiated. Settlers brought disease and
decimated bison populations.
• In 1869 the Crown bought Rupert’s Land from
Hudson’s Bay Company, which had had exclusive
commercial domain over the territory since 1670
and then ceded the land to the Dominion of Canada
(Smith). This dubious transaction completely ignored
Indigenous title.

Negotiations of
Treaty 6

• T reaty 6 was made between Crown representatives
and leaders of Indigenous nations including nêhiyaw
(Cree) and Nakota (Assiniboine) on 23 August 1876
at Fort Carlton and Duck Lake and on 9 September
1876 at Fort Pitt.
• Between 1877-1956, adhesions to Treaty 6 were
made where additional Indigenous bands joined the
Treaty 6 agreement. This includes the adhesion signed
at Fort Edmonton on 21 August 1877 (which is just 5
kilometres from Glenora).
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• Some nations didn’t adhere to treaty until years later
when the settler state forced adherence through policies
of starvation (denying rations after bison populations
had been killed off).
à Negotiations at Fort Pitt occurred while nêhiyaw
chief Mistahimaskwa was away. He returned and
refused to sign treaty because of “treaty conditions
that seemed to ensure perpetual poverty” (Filice).
He and “his followers moved freely across the
prairie in an attempt to pressure the Crown to live
up to treaty terms” (Morin, 161).
à Mistahimaskwa was tried by the settler judicial
system and jailed for 3 years for his supposed
involvement in a ‘rebellion’, despite not having
participated in the conflict. “It was enough
for an Indigenous person to simply claim his
people’s originary stewardship of the land to be
criminalized as a rebel and see punishment under
settler law” (Morton, 451).

Terms of Treaty 6

• Treaty 6, like other numbered treaties, promised
“reserves lands, annuities and the continued right to
hunt and fish… in exchange for Indigenous rights and
interests in land” (Morin, 160).
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• From the Crown’s perspective, the treaty was
essentially a “land grab” (Morton, 451).
• “In the original treaty agreements, the sharing of land
was agreed to be to the ‘depth of a plow.’ According
to this, the mining of minerals and other resources
(well below the depth of a plow) are entitled to First
Nations and not government or private industries. The
government’s position is that First Nations ‘ceded,
surrendered, and released’ their rights to their lands
and resources, but this is not what First Nations agreed
to in treaty negotiations” (University of Saskatchewan).
à During Treaty 6 negotiations, Pitikwahanapiwiyin
was recorded as saying, “this is our land. It isn’t
a piece of pemmican to be cut off and given in
little pieces back to us. It is ours and we will take
what we want” (Filice).
à Crown representative Alexander Morris did not
discuss land or title surrender during Treaty 6
negotiations (Filice).
à “The key part of the surrender clause, that
defining the limits of the territory actually
surrendered, was absent from the written
document when [English-Métis translator, Peter]
Erasmus read it and the chiefs signed it at Fort
Carlton” (Beal).
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• Treaty 6 included additional terms that aren’t found
in the other numbered treaties, like the inclusion of “a
medicine chest, [and] assistance in times of famine”
(Morin, 172). “The Crown commissioner, Alexander
Morris, was let go, and another was hired for Treaty
7 because he had supposedly conceded too much”
(Riddle).
• The government has historically been inadequate
in fulfilling treaty terms, often interpreting the text
literally and providing the bare minimum, if that. For
example, the medicine chest clause, at the time of
Treaty 6’s creation, would likely be interpreted as full
and comprehensive access to health care today. While
our settler government in some ways recognises the
terms need to be interpreted in a contemporary context
(prescription medicine, optometry, doctor’s visits etc.)
provision of healthcare is often lacking. As explained
by ReconciliAction YEG, “Allowing for major cutbacks,
and providing longer lists of services not provided by
healthcare providers is a step back in upholding treaty
rights.”
• The terms of Treaty 6 set up the Indigenous nations for
perpetual poverty.
à The boundaries of reserve lands decided upon in
Treaty 6, “relegated Plains Indigenous peoples
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to areas where farming would be more difficult”
(Morton, 452). Lands were far from the railway
and centers of trade needed to succeed in a
capitalist and agricultural economy.
à Indigenous communities were also denied
modern farming equipment (Morton, 450)
and the government worked to stop them from
working collectively/pooling resources.
à The idea that settlers came to this land, and “built
a life from nothing… is a foundational myth of
white settler superiority” (Morton, 440). The
Crown and Canadian government prioritized
settlers’ agricultural ‘success’ at every turn, and
ensured “perpetual poverty” for Indigenous
communities after dispossessing them of their
land.

About Glenora’s
connection to
Treaty 6

• Malcolm Groat (namesake of Groat Road) worked for
the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) at Fort Edmonton
from 1861-1875, where he was the steward to chief
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•

•

•

•

•

•

factor William Joseph Christie, and married Christie’s
daughter Marguerite (“Glenora”).
William Joseph Christie acted as a treaty commissioner
for Treaty 6 (Filice) and also secured further adhesions
to Treaty 6 after 1876 (Spry).
After the Crown purchase of Rupert’s Land in 1869,
HBC retained land title surrounding their forts (Smith)
including a 3000 acre land reserve around Fort
Edmonton (“Glenora”).
In 1870 “Groat claimed 900 acres of land along the
western edge of the [HBC Fort Edmonton] reserve for
himself” (“Glenora”). His homestead on River Lot 2
was officially endorsed in 1881 “when the Dominion
Land Surveyors arrived” (“Glenora”), but he had
settled there since 1878.
Groat’s status within HBC at Fort Edmonton and
his kinship ties to Christie directly contributed to his
ability to claim territory and coincided with the period
in which Treaty 6 was used by the settler state to
dispossess Indigenous people from land.
Groat sold most of the 900 acres to William G.
Tretheway in 1903 who then sold the land to James
Carruthers in 1906 (“Oliver”) who developed Glenora,
Oliver and Westmount.
Carruthers wanted Glenora to be a prestigious area
and created caveats including limits on commercial
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and religious buildings and requirements that “houses
to be erected on the said land shall be either detached
or semi-detached and the sum to be expended on the
erection of such house shall not be less than $3,500
[to] $5,000” (“Glenora”).
• Carruthers caveats are still in place today, which
means Glenora’s settler supremacy (and classism) are
entrenched in contemporary policy.

How can settlers
respect Treaty 6
terms today?

• Recognise Indigenous title to this land. As settlers, we
need to understand our position as guests on this land,
and reform our own legal and bureaucratic systems to
recognise Indigenous title (essentially: land back).
• Evolve Treaty 6 interpretation to make implementation
and adherence contemporary (examples: no resource
extraction by settlers without explicit consent of
Indigenous nations; full access to healthcare and
education for Indigenous nations).
• Stop policing and killing Indigenous people (defund
and dismantle RCMP and police in Treaty 6 Territory).
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• Stop Indigenous family separation (radical reforms
to foster care system to end the theft of Indigenous
children by the settler state).
• Respect Indigenous livelihoods and support Indigenous
resurgence in arts, culture, language, population,
ceremony and knowledge.
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Glenora
memory Mapping
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Overview of Glenora neighbourhood on QueeringTheMap.com
as of August 4, 2020.
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About Queering the Map
“Queering the Map is a community-generated mapping
project that geo-locates queer moments, memories
and histories in relation to physical space. As queer life
becomes increasingly less centered around specific
neighborhoods and the buildings within them, notions
of ‘queer spaces’ become more abstract and less
tied to concrete geographical locations. The intent
of the Queering the Map project is to collectively
document the spaces that hold queer memory, from
park benches to parking garages, to mark moments of
queerness wherever they occur.”
- From QueeringTheMap.com, project initiated by Lucas
LaRochelle in 2017

My queer Glenora?
When I see the relative emptiness of queer
experiences recorded in the neighbourhood I grew
up in, I know that this isn’t truly a reflection of a lack
of queer memories from this place. Primarily, I think
the fact that Queering the Map started in Tiotia:ke/
Montreal accounts for the intensity of recorded
memories in that area. If this project had been initiated
in amiskwacîwâskahikan / Edmonton, surely Vic (the
gayest arts school) would be littered with first kisses,
crushes and coming out stories.
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But it feels more complicated for me because I was a
late bloomer and I don’t really associate Glenora (or
even Edmonton) with my queerness. I had already
moved away when I started to recognise myself as
having queer desire.
Memories related to learning about queerness
in elementary school feel more like internalized
homophobia. Like the time I earnestly believed that
“gay” meant anyone who loved men (including either
men or women) and tried fiercely to convince my
classmates of this fact before eventually relenting under
the piercing pressure of playground ridicule. Or how
the tomboy in my class was under constant scrutiny for
which bathroom she used and her choice to wear boys
swim trunks.
I don’t remember “roots” or having crushes on girls. I
remember feeling kind of obligated to have a crushes,
and sometimes choosing a boy to have a crush on just
to participate in the ritual. But I didn’t ever kiss, cuddle
or even hold hands with anyone. Years later, when I
found out a schoolmate I had lost touch with was queer,
I expressed surprise to one of our mutual friends. “Why
are you surprised?” my friend chided, “didn’t you make
out with her when we were kids? We were always kissing
at sleepovers! I made out with all the girls!” Honestly,
this was a more surprising revelation. It never occurred
to me that girls kissed each other when I wasn’t around.
I wonder why I wasn’t ever included?
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What I’ll add to
Queering the Map
I was about 12 when my mom’s friends, a dyke couple,
came for a visit at our family home. The first thing
they did upon arrival was a DIY haircut in the upstairs
bathroom. It made such an impression on me as a kid
and I now see the queerness of that moment. A haircut
on a road trip stop is the most perfectly
dyke thing to do!

Growing up my next door neighbours were a gay
couple with a giant pipe organ in their home. I wish I
had connected with them more before we moved. I
didn’t know then how important it would become to me
to have gay role models or see queerness 		
reflected in my community.

Years later I learned that the girls in my class at Glenora
School would kiss each other at sleepovers. I wasn’t ever
included but I turned out queer anyways!
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Queer Mapping ON
Indigenous LAND
Queering the Map acknowledges that their
project started on the traditional territory of the
Kanien’kehá:ka. This site encourages map users to
refer to native-land.ca to find out what Indigenous
land they are on and to take concrete steps towards
decolonization. But I feel heavy about the implications
of mapping my queer settler memories onto colonial
maps of Indigenous lands.
How might queer settlers connect memory of place to
(new) understandings of Indigenous land? Is Queering
the Map accessible, known or of interest to two-spirit
and queer Indigenous people throughout world?
How can Queering the Map break out of networks
dominated by queer white tourists and settlers?
Maybe a clue for what settler decolonization efforts
can look like comes from native-land.ca itself. The
website was started by Victor Temprano, a settler
on Okanagan territory, and has since become the
Indigenous-led non-profit Native Land Digital, with
input and work by both Indigenous and settler people.
I wonder what this process of transformation looked
and felt like to the people involved in this project.
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When I think about Glenora, I think
about elementary school. It’s the time
I was most rooted in the neighbourhood
with friends and activities.
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But I still thought
popularity was based
on merits like
smarts, athelitism,
creativity and
whatever “it kid”
quality I didn’t
seem to
posses.
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ARTIST BIOS
Autumn is a Dinjii Zhuh and Inuvialuit citizen and
glenora resident for 7 months. Autumn likes natural
fermentation, indoor house plants, spearmint tea,
making radio and treaty rights.
Dana Belcourt is a 21 year-old Metis artist based
in Edmonton, Alberta. She’s lived in Edmonton her
entire life and Glenora the past four months.
Ana Smith is a white settler living in
amiskwaciwâskahikan on Treaty 6 territory. They’ve
lived in Glenora for 6 years.
Emily Davidson is a white settler living in
K’jipuktuk in Mi’kma’ki, the unceded territory
of the Mi’kmaq people. She grew up in
amiskwaciwâskahikan and lived in Glenora from
1992-2005.
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